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Enabling carbon neutral, sustainable lifestyles in Helsinki



Our deliverables

User research insights

Design strategies

Design concepts

Experience prototypes

Usability recommendations

Clients portfolio

Alcatel-Lucent 

CondeNast Italia

CVS Pharmacy

MaxMara

Sitra Innovation Fund

Samsung

Vodafone

Experientia 
is an international experience design 

consultancy helping companies and 

organizations to innovate their products, 

services and processes by putting people 

and their experiences first.

People are our key reference point. 

They guide us when we conduct research, 

develop creative strategies, create solutions, 

design prototypes and test results.



Low2No
is an urban development project aimed at 

building a sustainable mixed-use block in the 

Jätkäsaari area of Helsinki. 

The main focus is on providing a carbon neutral 

living environment in the scale of an urban block 

through innovative architecture, ICT-solutions 

and integrated service offering.



Low2No project team
 ARUP London - technical engineering supporting
    architectural plan and ICT platform development

 Sauerbruch Hutton Berlin– architects

 Experientia Turin – user experience through a people 

    oriented approach. Stakeholder engagement, design 

    and prototyping of mixed use strategy, energy demand 

    management solutions and service offerings. 

Our role

Inside the design team 

Experientia is in charge of 

enabling future residents

to adopt sustainable and 

low impact behaviours.



Connectivity
 Involve local entrepreneurs in developing 
    and providing a competitive ecosystem 

    of products, services and initiatives

 Favour spontaneous participation 

    in the decision making process

 Support stakeholders in creating a synergic

    team and sharing a common business code

 Engage local residents through collaborative
    and participative activities

Strategic interventions

Awareness and engagement

Self assessment

Community action

Cultural leadership

User-centred approach

Contextual inquiry

User requirements gathering

User recommendations

Opportunity mapping

Service design



Design
 ICT solutions - support awareness and actions
    through meaningful and contextual information

 Service design opportunities - engage 

    and enable local residents through 

    an integrated and value-added services platform

 Innovative architecture - conceiving physical 

    spaces as platforms for public and social

    interactions

Interactive systems

Smart systems

Home Assistant

Data visualizations

Services

Food offering

Laundry service

Sauna and wellbeing

Urban mobility



Sustainability
 From control to influence - reduce energy demand
    and carbon emissions through well designed

    built environment and guided user behaviors

 Social sustainability - strengthened sense 

    of community and perceived individual power 

    in achieving low carbon objectives

 Building materials - lowering the environmental

    impact of the built environment through an

    efficient use of low impact materials

Indicators

Greenhouse gas emissions

Net zero energy

Real time monitoring

Higher quality of life

Focus areas

Housing and buildings

Transportation

Food and consumer goods

On site energy production



Benefits
 Promising scalable and replicable example 
    of urban block development, interesting 

    for local government, construction sector 

    and local entrepreneurship

 Modeling regulations before they come into effect

 Supporting and driving existing behaviours
    towards low carbon attitudes

 Reinforcing existing credibility of local stakeholders
    whose values are aligned with the Low2No project



Challenges and barriers
 Local legislation often does not support, or even limits,
    adoption and communication of strategies

    that are already functioning in other geographical

    contexts

 Possible difficulties in driving stakeholders

    toward common sustainability goals 
    (the concept of sustainability is often perceived

    as very abstract). Foster tripple bottom line approach.

 Different social and entrepreneurial attitudes
    in Finland
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